


GEOLOGY TRAIL 
Sportive level 

Start : Barr 

 

 15 km 

 5h 

 611 m 

 707 m 

 

  

The region of Barr has a very varied geology. Discover 
these specificities along a fifteen kilometre trail ideal for 
a one-day walk. Encounter remarkable landscapes and 
unique sites such as the Truttenhausen Abbey, the 
Pagan Wall and Landsberg Castle.  

 Office de Tourisme de Barr 

 

Car park Protestant 
church, Place de l'église, 
67140 Barr 

 0,5 Km - Barr 

 

CONTACT 

Office de Tourisme du Pays de Barr 
+33 (0)3 88 08 66 65 
tourisme@paysdebarr.fr  

All trail markings are reproduced courtesy of the Club 
Vosgien © Fédération du Club Vosgien -  

  

 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Carte IGN Mont Ste-Odile - Molsheim - Obernai - 
3716 ET  



STEPS 

 On the way to the Kirchberg vineyards 

When leaving the Tourist Office, turn left. Go up the stairs and walk around the town hall. 
Go up to the Protestant church by taking the stairs on the right. Opposite the cemetery, take 
the path along the right wall of the cemetery. 

 On the way to Truttenhausen Abbey 

Walk past Kirchberg recreation area and turn right at the intersection “Carrefour du 
Gutleutrain”. Opposite the bell tower of Truttenhausen Abbey, take the road to the left. At 
the intersection "Domaine de Truttenhausen", take the path leading uphill to the right. 

 On the way to Maennelstein 

At Zimmermann fountain, follow the yellow disc. Just before the hotel Domaine St Jacques, 
take the path on the left towards Maennelstein, At signpost 14 enjoy the viewpoint on top 
of Kappelhouse rock. 

 On the way to the Landsberg castle 

After signpost 17, you leave the pagan wall. At the Wachtstein rock, discover signpost 18. At 
the intersection, follow the red rectangle up to the Jadelot shelter. At the foot of the 
Landsberg castle discover signpost 22. 



 

 Way back via the Auberge du Moenkalb 

Walk past the shelter “Petit kiosque” towards at the Moenkalb Inn where you can enjoy a 
meal. At signpost 25, turn right. The signs lead you back to the tourist office via Bannholz 
and the Protestant church. 




